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a Message from the Editor
The winter nights are dark and long; Lent term looms; and
the Yule Play is a distant memory. Fear not! Gesta is here.
Many, many thanks to the wonderful Lauren for printing the
magazine again, and thank you to all the contributors who
have sent things in or been quoted at various levels of
willingness, bribery and sobriety.
I hope you enjoy my last issue as editor as much as I have
enjoyed formatting pictures of manuscripts and typing up
quotes (i.e. more than you expected). So, kick back with
some mead or non-alcoholic alternative, and read on…
Helena

Coming Up...
• The usual dubious page 3 content
• Croom bingo
• Adam of Bremen’s Twitter feed
• ASNC D&D
• New horoscopes

Page 3

Nia coaches James the Unready for Tokyo 2020.

Asnc Quotes
James the Unready: Fly like a butterfly, sting like a Bede.
Eleanor: Hrothgar is a bisexual disaster king.
Dia: I stopped for a pint of milk on the way home and Naruto was in
there buying a meal deal.
Emilie: There are so many cute boys in Reykjavik. And by boys I mean
cats.
Prussell: I always think of Arawn as Darth Vader.
Eleanor: Nowhere in any ascetic tradition does it say ‘become an
eagle and get rained on in Gwynedd’!
Lula: I seem to have become an endless source of cursed Danny
DeVito content.
Disco: Gold was not a dipping sauce.
James the Elder: Paul Russell became Batman for our sins.
Sven: I will not be defeated by a puny little Battenberg.
Robin: I’m saying it’s acceptable under the tenets of veganism, it’s just
not acceptable under the tenets of the law.

Basha: Would you have sex with Augustus?
Paddy: I feel like he’d be like, “Call me Imperator!”
Emilie: I genuinely forgot that kidnapping was illegal.

Dia: I’ve never met a subordinate clause I didn’t immediately go to bed
with.
Katie: Is this how ASNC ends? With a fight to the death between
staplers?

Common Room Bingo
Now you can play along at home with this common-room classic!
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By Alison

Asnc Quotes
James the Younger: I can see why, if your grandfather had a Grinch
codpiece which he enjoyed wearing, you might want to get rid of it.
Dominic: I’m not your average lobster.
Kate: I would fart in many people’s faces in order to be that flexible.
Amrit: Ooh! I just remembered another person who thought I was
Jesus.
Isy: What’s the point in getting pelted by books if you’re not going to
get laid?
James the Younger: It took me a second to parse the words ‘sexy
sexy man legs’.
Alison: Flaying is only fun if you don’t think about it.
Amrit: The Cotton Fire was just a cover up for someone who was really
hungry.
Helena: I’m very strong but not very clever.
Sarah: Like the Vikings.

Adam of Bremen takes to Twitter
James the Elder: Adam of Bremen is one of the original
shitposters.

Asnc Quotes
James the Elder, to Robin: You are the Dr Frankenstein of linguistics.
Emilie: Wait, Bede is dead?!
Alison: This is what happens when you bring us all together: we
summon a cow.
Alys: That’s not sexual, that’s Jesus!
Isy, running out of the bathroom: Did someone say Kylo Ren?!

James the Elder: In the proper oral-formulaic theory of Billy Joel…
Dominic, to Emilie: You’re too 3-dimensional!
Simon: That’s all I dare to say about the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle.
Emilie: Don’t let your soul be eaten by an immortal chicken.
Ela: Sometimes I feel like I’m Snape.
James the Younger: But I don’t think I want to be martyred!
Helena: They’re not issues, they’re assets.
Emilie: Not when you’re trying to fit them in a dress.
Eleanor: Oh, the Manx Fairytales are out!
Helena: Well, that’s what some people call them.
Eleanor: To be honest, I think Prussell would share a pancake with
Nia.
Paula: Just yeet Alfred across Sidgwick!
Dominic: Cholera is my go-to disease.
Emilie: Yes, I’ve spent my whole life pretending to understand.
Alison: That would sound very deep if we weren’t talking about Shrek.

Asnc Garden Party 2018
Dominic: I have brought the Melonable Bede.

Asnc Quotes
Isy: Anglo-Saxon History is a tits out kind of lecture.
Paula: I don’t want my nipples sucked by Patrick.
James the Unready: Having a weird Welsh guy suck your nipples is
better than having dysentery.
Lula: Wulfstan entered my body and I was changed.
Hilbert: The whole of the Welsh independence movement lives in my
comments section.

Paula: I’m going to ditch the script and just do a snake impression.
Alison: Oh, forgive me for theoretically eating a book binding!
Angharad: Gesta’s that meme booklet.
Lula: Do you mean that you’re gonna have a party or that you have in
fact kidnapped Professor Richard Dance?
Lee: Now the gesta-ers are gesta-ed!
Nia: I’m more inbred than a Subway filler.
Paula: Guys, you’re missing out on medieval twister here!
Dan Starkey, on speaking at Black Tie Dinner: I might dig out a
particularly storming essay I did on the infixed pronoun in the Old Irish
Verbal Complex from 1997. Or perhaps not.
Eve: I was going to let you milk yourself!

Isy: It’s not a baby, it’s Bede.
Dominic: There’s no pun, it’s just cholera.
Hilbert: Bede is my dad.

Mael Muire’s

Probatio Penne

Know Your Jameses: Latest Edition
James the Elder: James McIntosh
James the Younger: James Miller
James the Unready: James Millington
James the Inevitable: James Combe

The Return of Asnc Pick up Lines
(nsfw)
Editor’s note: As well as marking this feature NSFW, I would like to add
that it should only be read by those of a strong constitution. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, the contributor(s) has asked to remain anonymous.

Asnc Quotes
Paula: I can’t be gay right now; I need to finish my Old English.
Dominic: Have you turned into a cartoon dog?
Helena: The only reason I’ve ever been vaguely incited to go to the
gym is to be able to lift the Codex Amiatinus.
James the Elder: All Australians are just echidnas in skinsuits.
Isy: What is a goat?

Dr Rowe’s image of
Viking trade routes
reaching into the
Middle East, drawn
by Alison

Prussell Sprouts

Asnc Quotes
James the Elder: How do you mime rotting flesh?
Kate, to Helena: You sound like a druggie in need of a fix… Except
your drug is Chuck Tingle posters of the Táin.
Lula: Here is my extra sexual Yule Log.
Judy: …and then the scribe becomes the inseminator.
Brigid: You can escape the department, but not Gesta....
Disco: Someone with a bondage fetish must have stolen the missing
pages of Juliana.
James the Elder: I don’t need more than one placenta debate in a
week.

Katie: I think skaldic poetry is actually a sea-lion.
Helena: Mac Da Thó was a bisexual fish.
Simon: Oh, to be young and gay, and to have not yet read Bede.
Sarah: I’ve just realised how much of an absolute menace the Vikings
were.

Asnc Dungeons & Dragons
Class: Archiepiscopus
Description: A holy writer bound
to a sacred oath
Hit Die: D10
Proficiencies: Wisdom &
Charisma
Weapons: Manuscripts,
ceremonial robes, animal onesies
Famous examples: Wulfstan

Class: Æsir
Description: A being of
the Old Faith, wielding
the powers of nature —
fire, lightning, and
control of animals —
and adopting animal
forms
Hit Die: D10
Proficiencies:
Intelligence & Wisdom
Weapons: War hammer
Famous examples:
Odin, Thor, Loki
Class: Bard
Description: An
inspiring magician
whose power echoes
the music of creation
Hit Die: D6
Proficiencies:
Intelligence & Charisma
Weapons: Lute, Vicious
Mockery (only Irish
bards)
Famous examples:
Writers of Beowulf, The
Battle of Maldon

Class: Crusader
Description: A master of martial
combat, skilled with a variety of
weapons and armour
Hit Die: D10
Proficiencies: Strength &
Dexterity
Weapons: All armour and shields,
simple weapons
Famous examples: Pope Urban II,
Louis VII, Eleanor of Acquitaine

Class: Don’t Mess With
The Welsh
Description: A scholarly
magic-user capable of
manipulating the
structures of reality
Hit Die: D6
Proficiencies:
Intelligence & Wisdom
Weapons: Power of
prophesy, shapechanging
Famous examples:
Myrddin, Taliesin,
Gwydion, Math

Class: Exegete
Description: A priestly
cleric who wields divine
teaching in service of a
higher power
Hit Die: D6
Proficiencies: Wisdom &
Charisma
Weapons: Manuscripts
Famous examples:
Bede, Alcuin, Ælfric

Class: Monk
Description: An master of letters
and illumination, harnessing the
power of the body in pursuit of
physical and spiritual perfection
Hit Die: D4
Proficiencies: Dexterity & Wisdom
Weapons: Manuscripts
Famous examples: Pangur-Ban- and
Bitter-Is-The-Wind-Tonight-Monks

Class: Pagans™
Description: A wielder
of magic that is derived
from a bargain with an
extraplanar entity
Hit Die: D6
Proficiencies: Wisdom
& Charisma
Weapons: Fancy
cloaks
Famous examples:
The sorcerers defeated
by Patrick in a notbeing-set-on-fire
contest
Class: Wicingas
Description: A fierce
warrior most often of
northern background
who can enter a battle
rage
Hit Die: D12
Proficiencies:
Strength & Constitution
Weapons: Heavy
armour, swords, boats
Famous examples:
Guthrum, Cnut, William
the Conqueror, Harald
Hadrada

Asnc Quotes
Isy: This picture of Scooby Doo looks exactly like the portrait of
Dorothy Whitelock.
Katie: Are we suggesting here that Sven is a particle of a strong verb?
Dominic: Oh that makes sense – I forgot I was beefy.
Paula: Can we all just agree that Alcuin was a furry?
James the Elder: Did you hear about that bishop who ate so much he
exploded?
James the Younger: #liberalelite.
Alison: A few years ago I only knew two nerds and now everyone is
nerds.

Paula: Alcuin was a dramatic twink: Discuss. In this essay I will…
Ros: This is Alcuin’s version of the dead parrot sketch.
Isy: No, Sir Andrew, I do not want to see you nay-nay anymore.
Lula: I’m saying if I was Benedict Cumberbatch’s skeleton, I would be
trying to escape from his skin sack.
Paula: My gender is a five-year-old hobbit.

Disco, on watching James the Elder toss a coin and nearly drop it:
You’re nearly as useless a tosser as I am!
Simon: You’re there. You’re in Fonthill. What more could you want?

Paula: I haven’t completely slaughtered a man in a very long time.
Sarah: …and then we just keep beating the corpses.
Helena: Just call me Benedict Bitch-op.

Asnc Trip 2019
Isle of Man
Featuring:

‘Everest’…

Ela: I mean,
who wouldn’t
want to be
surprised by a
sacrilegious
booty.
‘When Sandalf met Sheela’…

And selkie sightings.

Gary Barlow(?)…

Asnc Horoscopes ii
Capricorn (22nd December – 20th January)
It’s Capricorn season, and you’re at your best (or worst). As week one
approaches, no matter how much rest you’ve had, all you want to do is
lie in bed and watch Brooklyn 99 through once again, only this time
you’re wondering which character would be which Insular saint (isn’t
there a BuzzFeed quiz for that?). In your first Old Irish lecture back, you
will have a good translation of a certain controversial verb, but you
won’t raise your hand and instead you will cry when your classmate
translates it as “yeet”. You’re smart, Capricorn, let your intelligence and
ambition shine through. You know that verb should have been
translated as “succ”.
Motivational Figure for the Month: Cernunnos, God of “possibly being
deep and meaningful but you say so little that you remain an enigma to
all, but the rumours you’ve heard about yourself are WILD”.
Aquarius (21st January – 18th February)
You’re an independent spirit, as always, Aquarius. But now the moon is
in your little corner of the sky and your emotions are running amok. As
you walk into your first supervision and your new supervisor asks how
you are, you know you can’t tell the truth and so pour your heart out
over Gildas’ use of animal imagery. In your supervision report, your
supervisor will describe you as “Impassioned”. In truth you’ve never
even read De Excidio but the emotional outpour was bliss.

Academic Inspiration for the Month: Bede – even if you don’t agree with
a scholar, you sure can use your hatred of them to really bulk out your
essay.
Pisces (19th February – 20th March)
You’re in for a wild ride; both Neptune and Chiron are in Pisces this
month. You feel good about coming back to Cambridge, and you
should!

Neptune brings creativity and Chiron heals all wounds without you
even noticing. But there are things lurking in the shadows. You walk
into Gaelic History, and Ali Bonner announces that today, you will be
revisiting Patrick. Not ideal, but manageable. Later, in Latin Literature,
Ros begins to explain that St. Patrick’s Confessio is one of the earliest
works of Insular Latin Literature. You sigh deeply. It’s time for Old
Irish. You hope, but Máire still mentions that cursed name. Surely,
you’ll be safe in Scandi History. But no. “I know it’s a bit out of our
normal curriculum” says Rowe, doomfully, “but I thought today we’d
speak about St. Patrick.” You flee. You have no choice. He’s following
you. An hour later, you make it to your dissertation meeting. You sit
down with your supervisor, finally relieved to be able to just talk about
manuscripts. “This is very interesting,” your supervisor tells you, and
you’re glowing from the praise, “but have you considered the
influence of St. Patrick in this?”
There’s a sword in your supervisor’s office. Of course there is. You
know what to do.

Inspiration for the month: St. Patrick. There really is no escape.
Aries (21st March – 20th April)
Turbulent times are coming, Aries. Uranus is in your segment of the
sky, which promises to bring about change, but both Mars and Eris
promise to make it a bumpy ride. You’re ambitious at heart, and
you’re determined to write the best essay your supervisor has ever
read. Unfortunately, they can’t take your brilliant new analysis of Old
English homily. “I can’t see the evidence that Wulfstan’s homilies are
better structured than Ælfric’s in your essay. Would you care to
elaborate?” You feel the righteousness surging within you. “Leofan
men gecnawað þæt soð is: ðeos worolde is on ofste & hit nealæcð
þam ende,” you scream, much to their shock and horror. Even if this
isn’t the best essay they’ve ever read, it will be the most memorable
supervision. And you have no intention of stopping here.

Romantic Role Model of the month: Æthelred – maybe you’ve tossed
some toy boys aside, maybe you’ve killed your own brother in a bid for
the throne, but you’re still soft at heart and will fall for any man with
heartfelt words, inspiring your rapidly disintegrating country to
patriotism.
Taurus (21st April – 21st May)
So. You brought your freshly baked cookies to the common room in the
hope that it would buy you some peace and quiet, even if just for a
moment. But no. You shouldn’t have been so hopeful. The cookies were
devoured in seconds. Someone is weeping about Old Irish in the
corner. Somewhere, memes are being re-enacted at full volume. You
can hear someone rummaging around under the table, but you don’t
know who. An MPhil has been evicted from the post-grad study room
and is standing at the door, watching in horror. There’s an English
student in the kitchen and the ASNaCs have descended on them. In
your ear, a sweet, dulcet voice is whispering Shrek fan fiction to you.
Someone is wailing off the balcony. Perhaps, you just made it worse.
Solace in your time of need: King Alfred – your share in his obvious
disgust, but you can only hope to achieve his level of control on the
situation one day.
Gemini (22nd May – 21st June)
Gemini, we know your struggle. Sometimes the heart pulls you in two
different directions. The world is full of opportunities, and we must
make choices. There are many paths to take, but we cannot take them
all. Take some time out to consider what you feel in your heart, Gemini.
It is the only thing that will truly guide you to your best life. And so, the
next time someone asks you, “Who’s your favourite lecturer? Disco or
Rowe?” you can really answer, and not just silently cry tears of vexation.
Someone to look up to: Máire Ní Mhaonaigh – maybe you choose
something a little bit outside the mainstream, but you know in your
heart it’s right.
Cancer (22nd June – 22nd July)
Emotions are running high, Cancer, and your heart is broken by yet
another failed relationship. Cry it out, let your words be heard.

Your ex was the mysterious type, always on the move, always leaving
you all alone. They called themselves a lone wolf. And yet you can’t
help but miss him, even now, because you know he loved you.
Your new flame might be quite the catch, but you’re not sure they’re
right. Sure, they get on well with your family, but your relationship feels
more like a prison cell than love. And as much as you tell anyone else
how you feel, they never seem to understand.
Heartbreak Expert for this month: All female Anglo-Saxon poets –
you’re perfectly vocal about your pain, but no one seems to listen, and
if they do, they assume it’s someone else’s pain.

Leo (23rd July – 23rd August)
It’s been a while since you’ve had anyone of interest in your segment,
Leo, if you know what I mean. You feel a little bit out of control of the
situation – admittedly, supo essays and dissertations have us all down
over the Christmas break, but do you really have any good excuse for
such a dry spell? Don’t worry, that’s all about to change. You will find
yourself catching eyes with another cute ASNaC from across the EFL,
and the next thing you know the passion will ignite. You’re ready for
this – take them by the hand and embark on a beautiful Anglo-Saxon,
Norse, and Celtic Romance. And when you kiss them for the first time,
you know what your first thought will be – Disco would approve of this.
Your Ideal Partner: Æthelstan – he knows what he likes, and won’t
settle for anything less.
Virgo (24th August – 22nd September)
Virgo, I know you probably hear this a lot, but you’re overthinking it. I
don’t know what you’re thinking about, but you’re overthinking it.
Intellect is important to you, and that’s great. But maybe you should
draw a line under your 3000 word essay, and head down to ASNaC
pub. Just sit back, relax with some other ASNaCs, and trust me, it
won’t be weird if you tell us all about your very intense feelings towards
Þórr, God of Thunder, because trust me, we’ve all been there.
A Reality Check for your month: Snorri Sturluson – can you honestly
tell us your interest in Norse Mythology has nothing to do with any
sexual feelings you might have?

Libra (23rd September – 22nd October)
Balance is everything to you, Libra, and at the moment everything is
out of balance. Everyone around you is telling you that Grendel’s
Mother is a monster, but is she really? Can you really condemn her
while celebrating Beowulf as a hero? None of this adds up. Now is the
time to write a strongly impassioned essay on the injustice committed
to figures in ASNaC Literature that maybe you’re just a little too
invested in.
Literary Excellence to Aspire to: Geoffrey of Monmouth – probably not
very accurate, but damn could he write some good fanfic.
Scorpio (23rd October – 22nd November)
Scorpio is often described as the “worst” sign, and with no planets in
Scorpio at the moment there’s nothing to mitigate the awfulness. Could
I make this horoscope into an unapologetic declaration of lust for Loki?
Of course I could, and you’d all relate to it. ASNaC is full of fascinating,
obscure, nuanced literature but let’s face it, sometimes we’re only in it
for the undeniably enticing gender-ambiguous beings.
Fashion Icon for the month: A horse.
Sagittarius (23rd November – 21st December)
This month Jupiter is entering Sagittarius and you’re at the head of
your game. Naturally you love a challenge, but you love them even
more when you win, and that’s bound to happen for you in the near
future. Be aware of Venus coming your way soon, though, as your
attention turns to more amorous pursuits. Why not combine the both,
and tell that lovely someone in the bathroom at Glitterbomb about the
use of Uncial script in the Codex Amiatinus? It’ll work, I promise.

Past Life Insight: An anonymous monk – immaculate handwriting and
virginity intact.

Asnc Quotes
Simon: The period between the death of King Æthelstan in 939 to the
start of Edgar's reign in 959 was a noxious sandwich…
Helena: I am known for ejecting pellets.
Alison, about Paula: I can see you as a squirrel. You’re small and cute
and could wipe out an entire species if you wanted.
Disco: The shrooms in Essex must have been banging.
Kate: Are you some kind of college Mormon?
Isy: Why do you know what shoelaces taste like?!
James the Unready: What do you think I was doing in the bin?
James the Younger: Trinity Porters have very strong feelings about the
Mabinogion.

That Friday Feeling

